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How digital transformation changes life and 
work?

➢ History of digital transformation.

➢ 1980 – 1990 – 2000 – 2010. 

➢ Examples of how we live today. How our life changed.

➢ From Big Data and AI to Robotics.



What we will do together?

We will create our own understanding of what kind of Leader we are and how to 
evolve to the Leader of the future!



How to act and cooperate in order to become the 
successful and adaptive leader of the future?

➢Embrace change.

➢Acceptance of new things.

➢Collective wisdom.



What is required for the role of a modern Digital
Leader? 

➢Really listen.

➢Vision not only what is happening now but emerge yourself five years from now. What will be 

happening in your industry? Prepare yourself and your team.

➢ IBM and legal services example.

➢A.I. takes over secretary position.

➢Bill Gates story – Give operating system for free. 

➢KPIs everywhere? How to monitor?



How to digitally transform your leadership skills 
and manage millennials? 

➢Millennials challenge - Generation Z challenge - difference between ages inside 
an organization.

➢Slugger vs Innovator. 



How do we inspire our team?
How we retain them?

➢How to become a magnet for new talents and retain them in such a fast paced 
environment. How do we follow in this fast pace environment.

➢What does leading by example actually mean?



How we upgrade our skills?

➢YDC is one solution.

➢Learn from new generation.

➢Try new technologies.

➢Everything is EXPERIENCE.
a) See the furniture inside the app.
b) See the wall colored wall.
c) Try the jewelry.



How to ensure digital sustainability in your organization.

➢Culture inside you first of all. Digital transformation starts from us.

➢Be the role model of this. 

➢Diligence is the key. 



How to train your instincts and vision about what 
the future brings.

➢Blink – Trust your instinct more than logic sometimes. 


